
Magnetic strip for door gasket

The products we produce currently, including pipe, bar, vacant profiled material, and 
profiled material, etc, there’re over hundreds of magnetic door gaskets. Our factory 
have production abilities of 800,000 sets per month. The material is some thermos 
plasticity such as ABS, PE, PP, PVC, AS EVA, and PC. etc, With the performance 
such as high temperature and low temperature-resistant, corrosion-resistant, aging 
resistant and removal resistant, they are widely used in refrigerator, disinfector, 
distillatory and cabinet, disinfect the cabinet, kitchen cabinet, steaming bath tube. 
And they can be used as car sealing gasket and other soft gasket. With stable 
performance, competitive price and full heart service, our magnetic door gasket win a 
high reputation in the trade. Our company has passed ISO9001 quality assurance 
authentication since 2000. The door gasket we produce sell to Southeast Asia, Euro-
American countries, the quality of products we produced is highly praised by our 
clients.
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Technical specification Unit (or test standard) Performance 

Appearance  

Smooth, with no pinhole or air 
bubble, be free from Crack, Chip 
off, Damage, Unmagnetised, 
condition, Dirt, Lobbing, Without 
champher 

Dimensional tolerance  

+/-0.1mm vertically 

+/-0.1mm horizontally 
Density G/cm ³ 1.35~1.50 
Hardness Ha (A) 60+/-5 
Tear resistance MPa 10~30 
Welding corner pull 
strength 

N ≥ 100 

Cold proof ºC ≤ -18 with no crack 
Crack elongation rate % 250~300 
Flexural strength ISO4589/2-1995 ≥ 49 
Heat stability ISO/R182-1900(E) ≥ 200º C 
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Tel : (86)592 2295387 (86)592 2217138 Fax: (86)592 2207122 
Email To Us: susana@aaamagnet.net
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